
seen in the following examples: Ubbiqt Ho S"^'^^'*. -. ^^ .^ .

t£bab£q -a guard-. ztrr£fe 'to plunder' - azz£rar^:f a plunder ,

Ullegl -to leek- - afftlaUg •searches'. q£nn«-^ ''° ","-

tract' - aqqtnanes 'a contraction'. d£rr£q£
'°fZiLlt

"

addtrar^q 'adrying'. addflt "to provide' ^ ?^^f^|'^^^^f^. ,.„
^».^.,i=.ion' s*tt£ 'to give' - assttat 'a granting', gtmmtrt to

TegT^ - me|-iL.4 -the beginning'. tcU.laRkelC 'to defend

one self - mlkkUakaya 'defence', q.tta 'to punish' - -^qj?-

•e.^ iv^^trument of punishment'. |£rr£g£ 'to sweep' - metregya

*a broom\ It is also necessary to relate to ''".r Zz. _

formations such as woffer£ 'to be fat' — ws:rf: iatr r

bfzza Ho be numerous' — bazat *a great number', cfMr. .i

'to rush* — cakkola *a rush*, atta 'not to be enough' — _^
dtot 'a shortage', calt 'to be able' — calota 'ability', etc.

MORPHOLOOY
The Noun

The nouns in Amharic include notional' words denot-

ing subjects (sow 'a man', w^f 'a bird', 9bab 'a snake'),

objects (m£q£s 'scissors', Idbs 'clothes', mantaf 'a rug'),

phenomenon (mot 'death', hdywot 'life', asat 'fire', zanab
'ruin'), and also words used as objects of thought, any
actions and states (ndgaggSr 'speech', ar'tft 'rest', m£9€rr£sa
'the ending', mtftlltg 'a wish'), features and relations (ruqsn-

nfct 'distance', abtbanndt 'blossoming', wodagdnnEt 'friend-

ship').

Whether a word belongs to the noun category can
sometimes be determined according to morphological distinc-

tions (the presence of an article, prefix and suffixes of pos-
session, the ending of the accusative case, etc.) and some-
times syntactically (the place in the sentence or word- combi-
nation). Here are several examples: sum-u 'the given chief,

or 'his chief, y£ sum-u b£.qlo 'the chiefs mule', sum-e-n
ayy£hu 'I saw my chief; sum- o£=acOw- an am£:s€gginu
'they thanked their chiefs'.

The Amharic nouns are, as in other languages, divided
into personal and common. The personal nouns .(individuals

or single objects and phenomena) include first and family

names: Salomon — Solomon, manilak — Menelik; different

o(?oaraphical and astronomical phenomena, the names of enter-
prises, societies, etc.: ityopya — Ethiopia, abbay — the Blue
Nile, t>lc. All other nouns *are common: ahst 'a sister|^ won*-

dam 'a brother', wonz 'a river', ag£r 'a country', k£t£ma 'a

city*.

Gender

Concerning gender, N.V. Yushmanov noted that in

Amharic this grammatical category had undergone consider^
able erosion, in comparison with the Semitic languages of

the old type.^^
As in other languages, the noun bears out the concept
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of sex. In some words this is _seen in the meaning, and no
additional outward distinctions are required (w^ond 'a man*,
abbat *a father*, wondam 'a brother*, set 'a woman', annat
'a mother', a hat 'a sister'). In other Amharic nouns, which
may be used both for the masculine and feminine, a number
of additional means can be employed. These (mostly syn-
tactical in the form of agreement) include different forms of
the article, demonstrative pronouns, the finite forms of the
verb, or the linkverb. For instance, the word ast mari can
denote 'teacher' (male or female),

A precise indication of sex is seen in the article
(astfmariwa 'a woman- teacher' — asttmariiv 'a man- teacher']
in the demonstrative pronoun (ydhac asttmari 'this woman-
teacher', but yah ast£mari 'this man- teacher'), in the finite

form of the verb (ast^mari mfittac 'the woman- teacher has
come', but ast€ mari m£tta 'the man- teacher has come'), in

the link-verb (ast£mari n£c 'this is a woman teacher', but
asttmari now 'this is a man- teacher'), Sometimes, for w^ords
w^hich can have both a masculine and feminine connotation
(l'9g 'a child', f^rfs 'a horse', w^Ssa 'a dog', etc.) the above
mentioned means are augmented by the words wond 'a man
and set 'a woman' to give a more precise indication of
sex: wand lag 'a son', set lag 'a daughter', wond f€r£s 'a
stallion', set ftrfs 'a mare', wond wassa 'a he- dog', set
wassa 'a she- dog'.

Noteworthy, the means used to indicate the feminine
sex can be used both with words relating to the masculine,
and with those that are neutral, regarding sex. In such
cases words of this kind acquire the shade of diminuation,
ridiculing, scorn, irony, compassion: wondame man yalal?
•What does my brother say?', but wandame man talalltc?
'What does that brother of mine say?' (irony, scorn); g£b£ta
'a table'— gegtbdtaytu 'a Jittle table'; yah mc^haf mandannow?
'What kind of book is it?', but yahac me^haf mandan nat'

'What kind of booklet is it'.

One of the archaisms that enables us to suppose that
Amharic once had a full-fledged grammatical category of

noun gender is the usage of certain words with the feminir
forms of the article, verb, demonstrative pronoun and link-
verb. Words of this kind usually include the names of
celestial bodies (c«r£qa 'the moon', s£.hay 'the sun', koktb
'a star'), countries and cities (gabas — 'Egypt', asmtra ^
'Asmara') and certain other words (ahayya 'a donkey', m»da
'the earth'). Present- day Amharic grammarians explain
this through ''tradition".^0 However, this tradition, in our
view^, is more a feature of the "purists^" literary language.
Observations of the present-day living language show^ that

in oral speech this tradition is frequently not adhered to.

One can often hear phrases of the following type: sfhay
w^^tta 'the sun rose' (instead of sehay wottac), y*: soviet
habrtt siffi now 'the Soviet Union is vast' (instead of

ye soviet habrtt s&ffi n£c).
Tn conclusion it can be said that some of the formal
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distinctions and means of expressing tine grammatical
gender have to a certain degree changed its ties with
the lexical content of the words it refers to, and is cur-
rently used, on the one hand, to distinguish sex, and, on
the other, to point to specific expressive shades and emo-
tional colouring.

Number

In Amharic the nouns have both the singular and
piuraU The plural is formed from the singular by adding
- oc. Por instance, bet 'a house* — betoc ^houses', f£r€s
*a horse* — ftr^soc 'horses'. If the w^ord in the singular
ends in a vowel, in the modern literary pronunciation ^f^ is

inserted in the event of contact w^ith the initial suffixal

vowel: ast£mari *a teacher' — astfcmariw^oc 'teachers', b£re
'an ox' — b^rewoc 'oxen',- b<£qlo *a mule' — b^qlowoc
'mules', qw^anqwa 'a language' — qw^anqw^aw^oc 'languages',
barya 'a slave' — baryawoX 'slaves*. In popular colloquial
speech it is customary in such cases to cast off the ending
vowel when forming the plural; ast£mari — astfimaro?, b£re —
b£ro?f, bfqlo — b£qlo^, qwanqwa — qwanqoS, barya — ba-
re^,

A.S one can see from the last two examples even the
endings -wa and -ya are dropped.

In nouns ending in -£nna and -tfinna the formation of
the plural entails dropping the ending -a: wong£l£nna 'a
criminal' — wongl£nnoc 'criminals', zeb£nna 'a watchman' —
z£b£nnoc 'watchmen', sirrat£niSa 'a worker' — sfrratennoc
'v\'orkers'.

Several individual Amharic words can parallel with
the universal form of - oc have a plural form which repeats
the last root consonant accompanied by a vowel: wondam
'a brother' — wandamamac 'brothers* (besides the conven-
tional wondamoc).

Certain nouns borrowed from the Ethiopian can preserve
the plural forms characteristic of the language. However,
the usage of such forms in the colloquial seems somewhat
artificial and is usually connected with a certain style. The
plural forms borrowed from the Ethiopian are usually formed
either by diffix- exchange^ ^ (mCshaf 'a book' — m£sah©ft
'books', nagus 'the Negus', 'a ruler' — n£g£st 'Neguses',
'rulers'), or affixationally (with the suffix -at: qal 'a word' —
qalat 'words', amat 'a year' — amftat 'years'; with the suf-
fix -an: mfmhar 'a teacher' — m£mharan 'teachers').

The words with Ethiopian forms of the plural are actual-
ly used in modern Amharic as archaisms. Besides, many
speakers regard such words as singular. Therefore, the
universal Amharic plural suffix - oc is frequently added:
kahan 'a priest' — kahanat (Ethiop, plural) — kahanatoc
'priests', m^engsst 'a government' — mtngastat (Ethiop. pi.) —
m£ng©statoc 'governments', liq 'a scientist' — liqawant
(Ethiop, pi.) — liqawsntoc 'scientists'.
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In Amharic the plural is not so frequently employed as,

say, in English, To a certain degree this is explained by
the fact that Amharic nouns, singular, are used in the
plural sense much more frequently than, say, the English:
bfczzih wof moltwal *Here there are many birds' (the sentence
indicates the plural, but t.he word 'bird • is in the singular);

btzziya hotel sow moltwal 'In that hotel there are many
people' (though the indication is that there are many people
the word 'person' is in the singular). In cases of this kind
the words w^f 'a bird' and sow 'a person* are in the sin-

gular, but used in a collective sense. In Amharic the plura
is Visually employed in the event of dire necessity to avoid
inaccuracy or ambiguity: y£soviyet dokt€ro^ ^/\rodi^ addis abfcb

y£me.tjut garmawinnfctacow baqf.rr£but tayyaqe m€s€.r£t now^
'The Soviet doctors have arrived in Addis Ab^ba at the
request of his Majesty' (in this sentence the w^ord 'doctor'

is in the plural: dokt£roc). In conclusion let us note a
specific feature of the plural suffix - o^. Joining nouns denot-
ing a totality of persons (or objects), the suffix -o^ points
out the names of the representatives of the given totality

and to part of the given whole: m€ng3sto<!r kordiplomatikoC
mfettow^al 'The representatives of the government and
diplomatic corps have arrived...'; akkuleta 'a half — ©k-
kuletawoc 'half of these (of them)'; taqit 'a small quantity' —
toqitoc 'representatives of the minority'; dndustri 'industry' -

andustriw^oc 'industrial objectives'*

Declension

In modern Amharic there are only two cases; the
Nominative and the Accusative.

The Nominative is characterised by the total absence
of outward indicators: sOw^ beten ayy^ 'The man saw^ a
house'. The Nominative should be distinguished from the
non- arranged Accusative. In this instance the main crite-

rion for distinguishing the case is place in the sentence —
the Nominative alw^ays precedes the Accusative: sow an-
b^^sa gcddtlt 'The man killed a lion', w^hile anbtssa sow
g£dd£l£ will mean 'The lion killed a man'. In the Ac-
cusative the noun, playing the role of a definite direct ob-
ject, takes the suffix -(a)n: bet-wa-n asayy£c 'She showed
her house'; bet- ah- an ayy£hu 'I saw your house'; bet- oc-
acow- an ayyachu 'You saw their houses'. As the last

example bears out the accusative ending comes after all

other noun formants, i.e. at first the plural suffix (- oc- ) is

joined to the noun (bet). Then comes the possessive suf-

fix (-acow-) and, finally, the ending of the Accusative
Case (-^n-).

The meaning of the noun's G-enitive Case is conveyed
by the possessive prefix y^-: y£dabbo waga 'the price of

bread' (dabbo 'bread', waga 'the price'), y£t£mari m£shaf
'the pupil's book' (t£mari 'a pupil', mc shaf 'a book'). The
possessive prefix is in these instances an isaphetic prefix,



in other words a morphological means of expressing the

links between words in the special type of wor:ld- combina-
tion which should be regarded as isaphet (see the Syntax
Section).

In other instances relations between words are expres-
sed through prepositions (very frequently combined with

postpositions), i.e.: the combination of noun with the prepo-
sition le.(l£.sow *to a man*) with the preposition bt(b£bet *in

the house*, b£b£tt9r *with a stick'), with the proposition kt
(kf-betu wotta 'he went out of the house', k£dur s£ss£g£
*he hid in the forest'). If a postposition is used with the

preposition the former, as a rule, conveys a more particular,

concrete meaning, and, hence, plays, rather, a specifying
role: bebet 'in the house", 'at home*, btbet w9st 'inside the

house* (wast — the postposition 'inside'), btbet tac 'under

the house' (ta2? — the postposition 'under'), bebet bflay
'over the house* (bglay — the postposition 'over'). If the
prepositions precede personal nouns they may be dropped
(addis abeba lay ydgg£nnal 'he is in Addis Abeba').

In Amharic there is a special vocative form of the
noun. Used mostly in the w^ritten language to express ad-
dress, this form is shaped by adding a specific particle

hoy, w^hich in pronunciation is enclytic in character: sow
hoy 'oh, man!', abbate hoy 'oh, my father!...' The particle
of the vocative form may sometimes be dropped: garmawi hoy
la'ulat woyzazr^nna mfckw^anant 'Your Majesty! Your Highnes-
ses, ladies and gentlemen!'. This example bears out that

the words denoting all the persons except the Emperor
appear w^ithout the particle hoy, and thus outwardly coincide
w^ith the form of the nominative case.

Category of Possession

A characteristic feature of the Amharic noun is the
grammatical category of possession w^hich points to pos-
session by something (somebody). This category is expres-
sed by adding special possessive suffixes to the noun.
Lower we present a table of possessive suffixes^^^ added
to any noun and indicating the possessor (Table 3),

Table 3

Person



Thus, for instance, bet 'a house*, will in this gram-
matical category change in the following manner: 'my house*,

bet»h 'yc^'-ii" (masc) house', betds 'yo^^ (fern.) house', betu

*his house', betwa *her house*, betwo 'your house*, betacan
'our house*, betachu 'your house', betacow *their house'..

The latter form with - ac(^)ow is also used to denote the

polite respectful form when the 3rd person, plural, is refer-

red to: betac(6)ow 'Their house*.
It is necessary to note that in accordance with the

phonetic rules in certain instances, for example when joining

possessive suffixes, plural, beginning w^ith -a to the noun
stems also ending in -a, one of these two vowels is not

pronounced (geta *a master' + acow^ 'their' ^^ — getacov/
'their master'). On the nouns ending in the vow^els - i, - e,

and - o it should be said that when these endings meet
with the possessive suffix, beginning w^ith the vowel - a,

the following tendency is b9rne out in the modern pronun-
ciation; i + a > ya, e + a > ya, o + a > wa. Examples:
ast£mari *a teacher' + aeon 'our' — astfemaryacen 'our tea-

cher', b£re 'an ox' + ac^ow 'their' — berya^ow 'their ox',

beqlo *a mule' + acow 'their' — beqlwacow^ 'their mule'.

It should be noted that besides purely morphological
means, as the suffixes of possession, the category of

possession can be expressed syntactically, placing personal
pronouns arranged by a prefix of possession before the noun,
This method of changing, applied, for example, to the word
bet 'house', would be the following:

Plural

ytnAa bet 'our house*

ytnnanU bet 'your house'

Person
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